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"THE HIDDEN MIKE"

A platter spinner from Boston has introduced Stan Kenton as his model for progressive Jazz. He believes Kenton's "Intermission Riff" is a good example of modern Jazz.

Some people disagree with this spinner. What do you think about the Jazz situation? If you have any comments that you'd like to make, we'd only be too glad to print them.

Some of our own boys here at PJC have given their opinion of Jazz. This week we have another reply to "WHAT IS JAZZ?"

Norman Richards...Freshman...Comments: "True Jazz is spontaneous and inspired, like what you'd hear at a "Dixieland Jam Session." It is not merely a hopped-up ballad. True Jazz has many forms, "Hot Dixieland" style and the "Cool Be-bop" type are but a few.

It's solid, "Man."...

---

KEN AND CALLI WERE THERE

The dance at Nasson College, held last Friday, Feb. 19th, was enjoyed by only two"2", gay blades from PJC.

Attending Nasson are 200 women and only 27 men. (Freddie-the-free-loader even picked up a blonde at the dance) So lack of women is not any problem if any of you Stags hesitate to go to these dances.

Two lovely ladies (Lena the Hyena and Gravel Gothic) were about the most disappointed persons to attend the dance. It seems the Pres. & Veep of the PJC Freshman Class were to escort these two beauties but their secretary (Rideout) and NO. 1 NKVD man fell away in a deep faint when he received photos of these (ugh) Venus de Milo's.

---

"LAST GAME OF YEAR TO BE PLAYED"

The last game (basketball) of the year will be played against New England College, Hanniker, N.H., on Sat. Feb. 27th.

Our fine "Stag" team (And we congratulate you all) has had a very brilliant season. The loss of Coach John Kershaw greatly impaired the winning potential of the Stags for a few weeks.

---

"THE HEART FUND SEeks HELP"

If anyone wants to sign up to help the Heart Fund, please contact Mr. Jaques. (Mr. Jaques announces that most of you Public Speaking boys could tie this campaign in with your contract.) Think it over???

---

IF ANY STUDENT WOULD CARE TO WORK ON THE NEWSANCE CONTACT THE EDITORS.
"CAMPUS CAT CALLS"

While showing off his new suit, Hoo Sharpe comments, "Man, dig those crazy mixed-up threads". A square is a cube that doesn't dig 3-D. Gold, DiPhillipo, Winkler and Higgins (Martha Raye's male counterpart) are climbing higher on the best-dressed list...esp. Higgy. "Flash" Mosley has been taking many, many pictures lately, so, if you are told to watch the birdie, don't think it's Liberae selling canaries. Dodge, Charlie Crowell, Stein and Mosely are but a few of the boys who have a very rugged work schedule and don't complain.

**********

AWWNNWW...COME ON NOW FELLOWS...ASSEMBLIES CAN'T BE THAT BAD???

Our future assemblies may not be on "TAP" but they will intoxicate you anyhow.

PUBLIC SPEAKING CLASS TO PUT ON ASSEMBLY

Sometime in the latter part of March, the PJC Public Speaking Class will put on an assembly. We guarantee that this assembly will be of great interest to all who attend...(A swinehund to all who don't) ...

Laidlaw, Merriman, Redmond, Walsh, and Jim Dogifico will combine their talented crews to present one of the best assemblies you have ever witnessed. (A flash telegram informs us that Freddie-the-free-loader will hop a fast freight from Springfield to attend this event) (Freddie also states that he may pass out (snipers) (butts) & (aflies) at this affair) DONTQUEMIESDISAPAIR ....

-----------------

RESERVE UNIT SHOULD HAVE NEW NAME

The new reserve unit at PJC is a Service Co. With the trouble we have been having lately to find information concerning this company, we will inorose a program to rename the unit and call it G-2......

-----------------

"GOOFY LOUIE" TO SPEAK

Freddie's partner and fellow bum, Mr. Goofy Louie will speak to the PJC "Potential Bimbo Club" on the essence of dodging assemblies. This acclaimed event will take place sometime next week in the town of North Jalopy. If any of you assembly shirkers really want to improve your technique why don't you drop over and see Louie...??????

-----------------

Mrs Hibbard and Joe work hard (most of you people don't know the word) to keep the campus area and cafeteria clean. Let's all try to keep it clean at all times. (Just imagine the soft melodious voice of a First Sgt. and you will automatically field strip your cigs...

K. Leonard-J.P. Smith-Don Mosely-Co-Eds.-----Director...J.F. Jaques.